
HOW TO WRITE A GOOD ARTIST PROFILE HEADERS

Here is a comprehensive guide to writing a profile for an artist. Make a list of relevant questions, like the sample one
below, and spend some Well-placed keywords in a headline or lead sentence increase the likelihood.

Now, if you can find a way to adapt the headlines on your artist website, blog, and newsletter using the
formulas below, kudos to you. The topics you choose to discuss should work towards fulfilling your website
objectives in some way. But I have used the headline formulas above to write many headlines for my own
copywriting business, and for artists, photographers, and other creative service providers over the years. Press
If you have had positive press attention, use this page to archive it. Interesting titles will make potential buyers
beg to know more. It may also include specific examples of your current work or project. What inspired the
piece? How Should I Write It? It helps them to understand what makes you unique and tells them about the
journey you took to get to where you are now as an artist. Did you receive any press coverage? For example,
you may want sections entitled Wall hangings, Sculptures and Prints. Figure out what your audience is looking
for and then write about your art in that way. Buy your newest painting? For your website, a headline is a line
of copy at the top of each of your web pages that tells your web visitors what that page is about, or piques their
curiosity in a way that makes them eager to read the rest of the page. The difficulty in writing a good CV
stems from the fact that there are no hard and fast rules â€” each. Keep it active. Sources and inspiration for
your images. Use quotes and link out to the full article. Leave no stone unturned as you dazzle fans with your
creative headlines and wording. Be creative. Short Project Statement: A very short statement about the specific
project you are presenting. How your current work relates to your previous work. This is basic, but we often
see accounts where artists forget to switch Also, read this support article on how to get a thinner image for the
profile header. You see them on websites. One thing I often do when I write headlines for artist websites,
particularly for the Home page of the site, is use a quote at the top of the page instead of a headline. Useful in
writing a proposal for an exhibition or project. Have some fun. How this work fits into a series or longer body
of work. The statement should further develop the story of the homepage and tell the reader specifically about
your process and vision. In order to write your artist bio, you should think like an advertising executive. For
your blog, the headline is simply the title of the blog post or article, and for the emails you send out to your
newsletter list, the email subject line functions like a headline. Know-how for visual artists looking for advice
and insight. Your Artist's Biography is essential for viewers of your art who want to know more about you.
This helps to provide a history of you and your work. See a few examples of strong artist statements below,
and below as opposed to your biography and CV ; Who is your art for?. For tips on taking great digital images
of textile art click here. For the fine art equine photographer mentioned above, I wrote this About page
headline, which poetically describes the kind of work he does: A few miles off the highway, a million miles
from ordinary. Did you study art in school, or were you self-taught? Once there, search for magazines in your
niche and read through headlines of magazines. Pricing your work You may also want to add a price to each
piece of work if you are represented by a gallery, check with them first. Stating the price is more
buyer-friendly and more likely to result in an eventual sale. We help artists get more consistent art sales.


